- New to the slow-fly indoor model scene -

Indoor Electric Helicopter
Hoverfly - A novel concept in rotary wing technology
The Hoverfly is an easy to fly miniature
helicopter that flies right out of the box.
The ingenious patented Electrocyclic
control provides the full cyclic, yaw and
collective functions of the larger 30 and 60
size outdoor models.
Hovering, nose-in flying, circuits etc, can all
be accomplished in the smallest of domestic
spaces by the competent heli flier. Even the
experts find it fun, but the extreme
mechanical simplicity and ruggedness make
the Hoverfly ideal for the beginner.

Hoverfly

Further aid for the trainee with access to a personal computer is available in the form of
dedicated flight simulator software. It was never easier for the beginner or for those
making the upgrade from fixed wing to prepare themselves in their own home for the
joys of helicopter flying, independent of weather, daylight and flying site.
l Small size - perfect for indoor flight.
l Realistic flying parameters - eases transition to larger outdoor models.
l Precision tail control - with a sub-miniature yaw rate demand gyroscope (available
as an option).
l Unlimited flight duration - without batteries, via a mains power unit and a thin,
unobtrusive tether.
l Simple and robust mechanics The brains are in the Electrocyclic collective-cyclic
control and the electronic rate gyro.
l Easy and economic repairs

All parts available from the UK manufacturer.

l Flight simulator (option) for PC, from the top UK development team - in preparation.
l R/C transmitter-friendly Operates from standard TXs with minimum of four channels.
l Ready to fly - with 240v power unit, system controller, training undercarriage, decal
kit, connecting leads and instructions.
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